PRODUCT
DETAILS

Passport Guide
Passport® Guide is an innovative interactive program guide (IPG) powered by TiVo’s best-in-class
entertainment metadata that incorporates high-res graphics, comprehensive TV listings, expanded
search, DVR and VOD capabilities, and HD support.
Passport Guide HD introduces a modern, streamlined design with no change in features or functionality, and its
compatible applications — including ShowRunner, iSubscribe, Multi-Room DVR and xD Guide — help to enhance
the entertainment discovery experience.

FEATURES
Expanded TV Listings
The new widescreen format displays more channels
and times at-a-glance, with the same access to program

Passport Guide HD introduces a
modern, streamlined design…

information and menus as always.

Enhanced Search
Search by titles and keywords, so subscribers can find TV
shows and movies quickly and easily.

Parental Controls
Let parents manage content with blocking by program type,
title, rating, channel and time.

Passport Guide HD provides a streamlined, modern design without
replacing hardware.

COMPATIBLE APPLICATIONS*
ShowRunner/Venue

Integrated Search

Offer a flexible, customizable video on demand (VOD)

Allow subscribers to search linear and VOD content in a

application, fully integrated with Passport Guide for superior

single step.

performance.

xD Guide

iSubscribe

Extend the search, discovery and remote recording

Enable premium service upgrades using existing system

experience to second screens with xD Guide for

interfaces and functionality.

smartphones and tablets.

Multi-Room DVR

Additional Applications

Offer simultaneous DVR scheduling, managing and viewing

Choose from other third-party IP applications, including

(with one primary DVR and up to three networked STBs)

Caller ID, Mosaic, Bill Manager, Weather and more.

throughout the home.
* May require separate licensing

Harvest
Collect STB data and metrics to gain valuable usage insight.

BENEFITS BY AUDIENCE
Cable Operators:

Subscribers:

• Provide a new, modern UI without replacing hardware.

• Enjoy more TV listings at-a-glance in a new HD
design.

• Retain all current features and functionality of
Passport Guide, minimizing call center costs and
easing customer acceptance.

• Retain the same navigation, features and functionality
you have come to know.

• Establish a foundation for future cloud-based feature
upgrades.

Easily find shows by theme or channel, or quickly access recorded shows
and search.

Passport ShowRunner and Venue applications also get the new modern
design update.
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